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Chat With Us!

Using the chat box, 
please indicate a 

question you’d like 
answered in this 

session.
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Training Objectives

 Recognize the role of conduct in trauma-informed campus systems

Identify trauma-informed practices to incorporate into policy and 
procedures

Assess your institutional policy through the lens of equity and fairness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LA
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Foundational Principles

Being trauma-informed extends beyond working with individual 
trauma.

All aspects of a campus’ response protocols, policy, and 
procedures are opportunities to incorporate trauma-informed 
practices.

Policies and procedures are evolving documents and can 
always be improved.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LA



Where Can We 
Exercise Discretion in 

Policy to Maximize 
Fairness?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RVSince we’ve just had a time to reflect a bit on your institution’s policies, we’re going to ask you to keep that in mind as we move into this next section on how we can use the places in policy where we have discretion to maximize fairness and equity. 
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Yes, even with the 
constraints of Title IX

Narrow Definitions
Narrow Jurisdiction
Specific Grievance Process
Specific Trainings Required
 Live Hearing with Cross-Examination
Parties Must Have Advisor 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RVIn the midst of this, you all are probably wondering how you can incorporate these tools into policy and procedures under the rubric of the Title IX regulations. It’s true that they are much more prescriptive than in the past. Upon first glance, it may seem like there is no agency for a campus to tailor these to meet the needs of the community or to incorporate trauma-informed practices. You may be also wondering about this conversation in the context of the grant. Since the Title IX Regulations were implemented in August 2020, Title IX specifically addresses domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, and stalking as defined by Clery/VAWA. This means that the grant and Title IX are aligned and therefore we have to take into account the policy requirements and restrictions but also apply the values and commitments of the grant when it comes to those areas where we do have discretion.I raise this also because we get a lot of TA questions asking about whether Title IX is part of the conduct board referenced by the grant in terms of training requirements. For the purposes of this grant, anyone involved in the investigation and adjudication of allegations of DDVSAS is required to undergo the trainings. Since Title IX is specifically targeted towards DDVSAS, that would mean all Title IX personnel in addition to any other conduct staff involved in non-Title IX DDVSAS.
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There is a path forward!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RVWhile guidance and regulations can feel prescriptive, there are many choices you can make in developing your policy and procedures. Where there is agency, you can make a difference by being intentional about those choices. The rest of this presentation will highlight the trauma-informed choices that you can make within the framework of the Title IX regulations. 
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Poll: Share with us! 

Does your institution adjudicate allegations of DDVSAS off campus?

A) No, we only adjudicate on-campus DDVSAS
B) Yes, we adjudicate off-campus DDVSAS
C) I don’t know

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RVBefore we jump into the nitty gritty, we wanted to get a sense of whether your institution hears off-campus DDVSAS. We know that schools have had to grapple with this over the past two or so years and are curious where you all have landed in terms of jurisdiction. Clarify the words – ask Jane if I can change the words around. If not, just make sure to clarify that. 
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Discussion: Hypo

What: Back to School Hockey Party
Where: Off-Campus Hockey House
Who: First-Year Students and Hockey Team
When: This Past Weekend

Report: Members of the hockey team bought and provided 
alcohol to first year students. 

Do you address this conduct?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RV- Large group discussionLikely most of you will recognize the institution’s interest in and importance of addressing this conduct. Let’s talk about the reasons why.Let’s consider this scenario, just changing the report to “student reported sexual assault by another student at the hockey house party.” Would your institution’s interest in addressing this conduct change? If your answer or response to that was yes, let’s think about why. There is no reason to narrow jurisdiction for sexual assault and not other conduct violations apart from gender. It ultimately comes down to gender discrimination.
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Jurisdiction

Regs Language Trauma-Informed Practice 

§ 106.44(a): A recipient with actual 
knowledge of sexual harassment in 
an education program or activity of 
the recipient against a person in the 
United States, must respond promptly 
in a manner that is not deliberately 
indifferent.

Commit to adjudicating conduct 
outside of Title IX

Generally two approaches: 
1) One policy and one process 

covers all 
2) Two policies/procedures, one 

specifically covering Title IX

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RVUnder the Title IX regulations, an institution must respond to DDVSAS when it occurs on campus, in an education, program or activity, and in the U.S. While this is inherently limiting the reach of Title IX, it does not restrict or prohibit institutions from developing their own institutional policies around DDVSAS that occur outside of these restrictions, so off campus or in a study abroad program. In light of this discretion, we encourage you to commit to adjudicating conduct outside of Title IX. This has been done via two approaches generally: one policy that covers both Title IX prohibited conduct and non-Title IX prohibited conduct, or two policies that bifurcate Title IX and non-Title IX misconduct. One thing to note here is that this will inevitably be confusing to your community. It is therefore imperative from a trauma-informed perspective to think through how you will communicate these distinctions, both in general and to a student who reports. You will also need to think through how to address some of the issues that will arise if a case moves between processes and how to ensure that a transition is as smooth as possible. For instance, if a case requires mandatory dismissal under Title IX after the complainant has already been interviewed, you can move the case into a different process under the Code of Conduct or other SM policy. You will want to think about how to transfer information so that the complainant isn’t asked to repeat an interview. You will want to consider how to make this dismissal more pro forma rather than ending and starting again. **Just another reminder here that anyone involved in implementing these policies, whether you have one or two, should be trained per Campus Grant requirements. 
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Jurisdiction

Off-Campus Conduct

Study Abroad 
Programs

Complaints from 
unaffiliated 

reporting parties

On-Campus Conduct, 
In Educational 

Program/Activity
FLOOR

What are our community 
standards?

How do we protect students 
from DDVSAS when abroad?

Does off-campus DDVSAS still 
affect the education of our 
students?

How do we 
effectively 
address the 
DDVSAS that 
our campus 
community 
experiences?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RVBeing trauma informed means we know where and how discrimination occurs and it’s not always on campus, in classrooms or educational activities. If we want to reduce violence, we have to think about Title IX as the floor and to find areas where we can use discretion – and that starts with an analysis of your campus community and campus values. And asking the question – How do we effectively address the DDVSAS that our campus community experiences?So we know that we all have to address on-campus conduct and conduct that occurs in an educational program/activity. Next we ask you to think about what your community standards are - if you have collectively decided that certain actions are prohibited conduct and violate the standards of your institution, does it matter if the victim is affiliated with the institution or not? I had a client who was sexually assaulted and experienced dating violence, some of which occurred on her campus and some on the perpetrator’s. She filed a complaint with the perpetrator’s institution. Their policy explicitly accepted complaints from unaffiliated third parties and so she was able to participate in a conduct process conducted by the perpetrator’s institution. This was because the policy at the institution did not limit who they would accept complaints from if conduct occurred that violated their community standards. It was a recognition that the institution can uphold and hold community members accountable to those standards regardless of the status of the other person.We also ask you to think about how to protect students from DDVSAS when they’re abroad. Study abroad is an opportunity that institutions generally encourage, but it is also a context in which students experience DDVSAS. I’ve had several clients experience sexual assault in the context of being abroad and articulate how vulnerable they felt, how confused they were about what could be done, and navigating processes while simultaneously navigating a new country and culture. How, then, do we address those community members? And finally, we know that off-campus DDVSAS still affects the education of students. Arbitrary property lines do not matter when it comes to the experience of being victimized and the ramifications that has across the board, including and especially at school. If a sexual assault occurs across the street from the institution between two students, how is that not going to affect the education of the victim when they walk across the street to report or to attend lecture?
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Discretionary Dismissals

Regs Language Trauma-Informed Practice 
§ 106.45(b)(3)(ii): The recipient may 
dismiss the formal complaint … if at any 
time during the investigation or hearing: a 
complainant notifies the Title IX Coordinator 
in writing that the complainant would like to 
withdraw …; the respondent is no longer 
enrolled or employed …; or specific 
circumstances prevent the recipient from 
gathering evidence sufficient to reach a 
determination…

Make internal determinations about what 
institution will do when a complainant 
requests to withdraw, a respondent is no 
longer enrolled or employed, or the 
institution is unable to gather evidence. 
This should be reflected in policy and 
discussed with the complainant at the onset 
of a process. Do not leave this to be 
determined on a case-by-case basis. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RVThe Title IX Regulations mandate dismissals in certain circumstances, but make other dismissals discretionary. That is what we’re looking at here. These circumstances include: A complainant withdrawing their complaint; The respondent is no longer enrolled or employed; Or specific circumstances prevent the recipient from gathering evidence sufficient to reach a determination In light of this explicit discretion, we encourage you to make internal determinations about what the institution will do when these circumstances are present. Do not wait until you have a case that raises this question- it should be reflected in policy and communicated with the complainant at the onset of a process. Otherwise, you run the risk of making arbitrary and inconsistent decisions. 
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Discretionary Dismissals Cnt’d

Hypo: Student reports sexual assault to Title IX in February of their senior 
year. Respondent is also a senior. Given the complexity of the complaint, 
the volume of investigations, and the status of the students, it is possible 
there will not be a finding before graduation. What do you do? 

a) What does your policy say? 
b) How do you communicate that to the complainant? 
c) Do you have an appeal framework prepared for discretionary 

dismissals?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RVLet’s look at a hypo for this. This hypo is based off a case we had where a complainant filed a complaint in February against another student who was set to graduate in May. The process was delayed by school administrators taking various vacations and by the Respondent who also sought to extend the process as long as possible. By the end of April, the institution was trying to schedule a hearing, but the Respondent kept delaying. The Respondent graduated in mid-May. The institution told the Complainant that they would continue pursuing the case and continued to try to arrange a hearing date. A few weeks after the Respondent graduated, the school did an about face and told the Complainant that they were dismissing the case because they no longer had jurisdiction over him, even though their policy indicated it was at the discretion of the institution and the Complainant had complied with all investigative timelines and had inquired whether this would happen. Months later, the school decided to let her “appeal” this discretionary dismissal, which was not only not timely but a true farce, so they could cover their own actions. This left her feeling betrayed by the institution, depleted from participating wholeheartedly in an investigation, and frustrated that the mechanism set up to seek accountability through school was so poorly administered. The institution made several decisions in that case were not trauma-informed and it can be different – both for the institution and the victim. 
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Definition of Sexual Harassment

Regs Language Trauma-Informed Practice 
§ 106.30(a) Sexual harassment: 

(1)Quid pro quo sexual harassment; 
(2)Unwelcome conduct so severe, pervasive, 

and objectively offensive that it effectively 
denies a person equal access to the 
recipient’s education program or activity; 
or 

(3) “Sexual assault”, “dating violence”, 
“domestic violence” or “stalking” as 
defined by Clery.

Incorporate sexual exploitation as 
prohibited conduct in institutional 
policy. 

Define sexual exploitation broadly. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LAThe Regs’ definition of sexual harassment raised the threshold on what is considered sexual harassment, making it difficult to meet. It will have to be incorporated into the institutional Title IX policy. To make it possible for your institution to adjudicate conduct that may not fit into this new definition, but still occurs with some frequency on your campus, we recommend ensuring that sexual exploitation is incorporated as prohibited conduct in policy and defining it broadly. Where this is housed in policy will ultimately depend on whether your institution takes a one policy or two policy approach to Title IX and other sexual misconduct. 
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Supportive Measures

Regs Language Trauma-Informed Practice 
§ 106.30: Supportive Measures are:
 Non-Disciplinary 
 Non-Punitive 
 Individualized
 Reasonably Available 
 Designed to Restore or Preserve Equal 

Access to Education Program/Activity 
 Cannot Unreasonably Burden Other 

Party
 Confidential (with some exceptions)

1) Incorporate a safety planning 
framework when discussing 
supportive measures. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RVWhen it comes to supportive measures, the Regulations provide a list of descriptive factors that need to be adhered to, such as non-disciplinary, non-punitive, individualized. When it comes to implementing supportive measures, it is almost too easy to focus more heavily on the Respondent and whether they are being limited in a way that violates this list. We encourage you to apply a safety planning framework when discussing supportive measures. This allows you to center the safety of the victim and then balance those with the regulatory requirements.It is common for allegations to involve parties that overlap in classes, residence halls, or extracurricular activities. In these circumstances, it is important to balance the needs and safety of the complainant with the specific rubric for supportive measures in the Final Rule. For instance, if a complainant is in the same lab section with the respondent, you may look into whether the lab section is offered at a different time. If so, we recommend shifting the respondent into that lab if it works with their schedule and is not unreasonably burdensome. Similarly, if parties live in the same residence hall, consider making it possible for the complainant to change their housing at no additional cost. Complainants may not be able to articulate what they need or know what is available, so engaging in a safety planning discussion may illuminate areas where supportive measures may be appropriate, regardless of whether a formal complaint is filed. For instance, if the parties typically cross paths in the dining hall, it may be helpful to assign the respondent a different dining hall if another is available on campus. 
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Incorporate a Safety Planning Framework 
in Provision of Supportive Measures

Safety planning = listening to student’s needs and prioritiesTailored
• Students may not be able to make specific requests, but may be able to answer 

questions about what they are afraid of or are concerned about

Supportive measures can be changedOngoing
• A student’s needs may shift based on the circumstances at school or dealing with the 

lingering effects of the assault.

Resources should be included in policy with detailDetailed in Policy 
• Instead just listing contact information, include how they can help. 
• Ex: how can law enforcement assist and what to request from them

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RVWhat does it mean to incorporate a safety planning framework into your provision of supportive measures? It means a tailored and ongoing approach that is also detailed in policy. Tailored: Listen to the student’s needs and priorities – they will know what feels safe and what doesn’t. If they can’t affirmatively articulate this, asking questions may help elicit that information. Ongoing: Supportive measures can be changed, but it is not always something that administrators or students think to shift. Over time, things will change, like course schedules, ability to engage in work study, etc. I’ve had cases that have lasted over a year and the safety needs changed based on circumstance as well as how they were doing mental health-wise. Details in Policy: Resources should be included in policy with DETAIL! This gives members of the community a better sense of what is available and what they can ask for. Make sure to define and describe thoroughly what confidentiality is and which resources fall under that umbrella. Be careful not to conflate confidentiality and privacy. In policy it is also critical to make sure roles are clearly delineated so survivors know who they can go to for supportive measures and who they may reach out to for confidential disclosures. Just a note that this is an area where the grant comes in really handy. Stakeholders from different areas across campus can collaborate on coordinating supportive measures. 
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Supportive Measures cnt’d

Regs Language Trauma-Informed Practice 
§ 106.30: Supportive Measures are:
 Non-Disciplinary 
 Non-Punitive 
 Individualized
 Reasonably Available 
 Designed to Restore or Preserve Equal 

Access to Education Program/Activity 
 Cannot Unreasonably Burden Other Party
 Confidential (with some exceptions)

2) NCOs:

NCOs in general, and unilateral NCOs in 
specific, should be listed as a remedy 
and a supportive measure in institutional 
policy. They should not be listed as a 
sanction. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RV**DROP IN NCO GUIDESo with that safety framework in mind, let’s turn to No Contact Orders. This is a measure that is well-utilized but not always well thought through. No-contact Orders (NCO) at this stage should be mutual (restrict both parties from contact) unless there are particular circumstances that would warrant a unilateral (restrict one party from contacting the other). For instance, a unilateral NCO may be appropriate as a supportive measure if a complainant has a Civil Protection Order, a Preliminary Injunction, other relevant court order, or there are other circumstances that would warrant its issuance. If mutual NCOs are issued as a supportive measure and there is ultimately a finding of responsibility, the mutual should be changed to a unilateral NCO. 
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No Contact Orders

Pendency of Process/No Process After Outcome

Generally mutual Responsible Not Responsible 

BUT not if there is a CPO in place Unilateral Mutual can 
remain, but safety 
planning should 
continue to the 
extent possible**NOTE: Avoid automatic issuance of NCOs to 

prevent lethality concerns. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RVLet’s walk through this chart. If there is NO process or a process is pending, NCOs should generally be mutual. However, if there is a CPO or injunction in place, or in instances of emergency removals, a unilateral may be appropriate and would not violate the Regs. A unilateral NCO should be issued after a responsibility finding, whereas a mutual may stay in place if the finding is not responsible. Note that the automatic issuance of NCOs may put a victim at risk/have lethality implications, so it’s critical to give the power to the victim to decide whether it’s something they feel would make them feel safer. In case someone asks – "If there is a CPO or injunction in place, or in instances of emergency removals, a unilateral may be appropriate" (shortened, but in that vein). Here's the language I am looking at- p. 577- "For example, if a recipient issues a one-way no-contact order to help enforce a�restraining order, preliminary injunction, or other order of protection issued by a court, or if a one-way no-contact order does not unreasonably burden the other party, then a one-way no contact order may be appropriate. The Department also reiterates that sexual harassment allegations presenting a risk to the physical health or safety of a person may justify emergency removal of a respondent in accordance with the § 106.44(c) emergency removal provision, which could include a no-trespass or other no-contact order issued against a respondent."
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Title IX Coordinator

Regs Language Trauma-Informed Practice 
§ 106.30: Title IX Coordinator is responsible 
for coordinating the effective implementation 
of supportive measures. 

§ 106.45(b)(7)(i): Title IX Coordinator cannot 
be the decisionmaker. 

§ 106.45(b)(1)(iii). Title IX Coordinator 
cannot have a conflict of interest or bias. 

Title IX Coordinators should have a robust 
group of administrators, faculty, and staff 
who can support the coordination of 
supportive measures.

Title IX Coordinator should explain in detail 
to complainants the applicable policy/policies 
related to allegations and any considerations 
the complainant should take into account 
when deciding what avenue to pursue.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LAFor instance, if the institution does not adjudicate conduct outside the scope of Title IX, it would be beneficial to ensure the complainant understands the elements required for a formal complaint and advised accordingly. If a complainant is considering leaving school for a period of time due to the sexual harassment, the Title IX Coordinator should inquire about the complainant’s intentions for returning if the sexual harassment is addressed. These steps will ensure that reports do not fall through the cracks unnecessarily. 
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• Ensure Title IX Coordinators have robust group of 
administrators who support coordination of supportive 
measures.

• If possible, prevent Title IX from having multiple jobs

Title IX Coordinator

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LAThe grant assists with developing a robust group of administrators, faculty and staff who can assist in the provision of supportive measures. If it’s possible on your campus, allow the Title IX Coordinator to focus on the Title IX role as opposed to merging it with other roles that may be more likely to present a conflict of interest or prevent the Title IX Coordinator from having adequate time to meet with reporting parties, oversee the processes, etc. 
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DISCUSSION BREAK
What are some ways you can build in safety planning for students? 
What groups make up your campus and what are their specific safety needs?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LA Reference incorporating VS into policy product. Conversation about it -Large group discussion.10 minutes
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Live Hearing Required

Regs Language Trauma-Informed Practice 
§ 106.45(b)(6)(i): Hearings. For 
postsecondary institutions, the recipient’s 
grievance process must provide for a live 
hearing …

Options for making Complainant more 
comfortable: 
 Continue to permit virtual hearings even when 

students are back on campus.
 Allow decision-makers to determine order of 

questioning and statements. 
 Offer trainings for pool of advisors on how to 

assist parties before and during
 Decision-maker questions before cross-

examination so repeat questions are deemed 
duplicative.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RVMany of you have experienced the live hearing under this new framework and may recognize that there are ways to make the hearing more trauma-informed by how it is structured and what rules are set up and adhered to at the outset. One of these is continuing to permit virtual hearings even when students are all back on campus. This allows the Complainant opportunities to make the proceeding more accessible and comfortable. They can choose where to be, they can set up their environment to be comfortable, and there are ways to mitigate the interaction between the parties. When it comes to the order of questioning and statements, this is typically written into policy. To the extent that you have discretion over that, it may be helpful to provide a general overview of what the hearing will include, but to not be as prescriptive about the order of things. This allows the decision-maker, after consulting with both parties, to determine an order that feels comfortable and accessible to the parties. This helps give agency in a situation that feels very prescripted. 
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Live Hearing: 
Cultivate Safety and Comfort

 Indicate there are options to limit party interaction.

For virtual proceedings, specifically state the complainant may turn 
off their screen so they do not have to see the respondent. 

 Decision-Maker(s) questions Complainant prior to any cross-
examination or questions by Respondent’s advisor.

 Consider allowing direct examination for each party by their own 
advisor prior to cross-examination.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Live hearings can be daunting and scary for survivors, particularly if the policy reflects a rigid structure without the flexibility to provide options to make the complainant more comfortable. These are the ways your policy can reliably describe a hearing structure in a trauma-informed manner.
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Live Hearing Required cnt’d

Regs Language Trauma-Informed Practice 

§ 106.45(b)(6)(i): Hearings. For 
postsecondary institutions, the 
recipient’s grievance process 
must provide for a live hearing 
…

Rules of Decorum: 
 Set of rules about how questioning can 

be conducted and train decision-makers 
on these rules. 

 Train decision-makers to request a 
question be rephrased if badgering or 
hostile. 

 Clearly instruct advisors at the outset of 
the hearing that questions that have been 
deemed irrelevant by the investigator due 
to rape shield will not be tolerated. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For instance, if a question was answered by the complainant, the advisor for the respondent should be prevented from repeating the question, even if they did not think the answer was sufficient.A request to rephrase does not equal a determination that the question was irrelevant but falls within the institution’s purview to establish rules of decorum. 
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Rules of Hearing

• Institute a set of rules governing the hearing.

• Train decision-makers and communicate 
decorum rules verbally and in writing to 
advisors.

• Clearly instruct participants that questions 
barred by rape shield will not be tolerated.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RVIn addition to the structure of the hearing, you can devise a set of rules that govern the proceeding so that questions may not be posed that elicit information barred by rape shield protections or other evidentiary limitations. These are typically called Rules of Decorum and there tends to be significant discretion in what is included in those rules. For instance, you may include the rule that there will not be any interruptions, profanity, personal attacks, recording, etc. These can be detailed in policy or they can be codified in a document that is provided to parties and advisors at a pre-hearing meeting. To have effective rules, you must also ensure that you train decision-makers so that they can implement them consistently and reliably. And it is worth repeating that you may need to clearly state that questions that are barred by rape shield will not be tolerated and will violate the Rules of Decorum. This is an area where there are attempts to back door information about a victim’s prior sexual history and all parties, advisors, and decision-makers should be on the alert for this.
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Cross-Examination

Regs Language Trauma-Informed Practice 
§ 106.45(b)(6)(i): Each party’s advisor 
permitted to ask the other party and any 
witnesses all relevant questions and 
follow-up questions, including those 
challenging credibility. Must be 
conducted directly, orally, and in real 
time by the party’s advisor of choice and 
never by a party personally…

• Revamp restrictions around 
advisor participation during the 
hearing writ large, not just around 
cross-examination. 

• Allow advisors to directly examine 
advisees before cross. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RVPrior to 2020, advisor roles during a hearing were largely described as “potted plants” in that they were not allowed to actively participate. With the incorporation of live cross, that has changed the advisor role. For complainants, the thought of live cross is rather daunting. One trauma-informed approach is to revamp other aspects of the advisor role during the hearing – such as allowing advisors to object or to directly examine their advisees before they are crossed. Allowing advisors to object to questions during cross both provides a helpful buffer between the complainant and respondent’s advisor and allows the decision-maker(s) to hear arguments that may better inform their decisions. Allowing advisors to conduct a direct examination will give the complainant an opportunity to share their narrative in a more comprehensive fashion before being crossed. For some complainants, disclosing their experience to members of the institution is in and of itself validating or empowering. 
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Cross-Examination Poll

Have you updated your policy to remove the exclusionary rule?

A) Yes, it’s been updated. 
B) No, we have retained the exclusionary rule
C) Our policy is currently being updated
D) I don’t know

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RVExclusionary Rule is the provision of the regulations that required cross-examination of any party or witness who wished for any of their statements made in the course of the investigation and hearing to be considered by a decision-maker. This included statements to an investigator, statements made in documentary evidence such as text messages, emails, etc. 
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Exclusionary Rule: Federal Status

In August 2021, the Department of 
Education issued a letter indicating it 
would “immediately cease enforcement 
of [the exclusionary rule of the Title IX 
Regulations].” This means that decision-
makers can consider statements by 
parties and witnesses even if they do not 
participate in cross-examination at a live 
hearing. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RVThank you for participating in the poll! Just wanted to make sure we included this update from the Department of Education indicating that postsecondary institutions are no longer subject to the exclusionary rule and that it will not be enforced. In light of that, if you have kept this provision, we strongly encourage you to remove it as soon as you are able. 
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Advisors

Regs Language Trauma-Informed Practice 
§ 106.45(b)(6)(i): If a party does not 
have an advisor present at the live 
hearing, the recipient must provide 
without fee or charge to that party, an 
advisor of the recipient’s choice, who 
may be, but is not required to be, an 
attorney, to conduct cross-examination 
on behalf of that party.

• Remember: Advisor can have a 
conflict of interest with either party. 

• Do not include confidential advocates 
or counselors in your pool of 
advisors.

• Train internal advisors on: relevance, 
rape shield, rules of decorum, 
evaluating evidence related to 
relevance, privacy, the grievance 
process.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LA*Share Advisor ChecklistNote that advisors are permitted to have a conflict of interest with their advisee/the other party, but this doesn’t mean that the appointment should not be carefully considered.For instance, many campuses have confidential advocates or counselors that have stepped into the role of an advisor at times. However, since the role of an advisor is not confidential, the privilege that attaches to their role as a counselor or advocate would not extend to their function as an advisor. In the event of litigation, either arising from the campus grievance process or a related criminal case, it will be very difficult to tease out the confidential communications from the non-confidential ones, potentially opening up access to records that the complainant may wish to keep private. It is also critical that advisors understand the goals of cross examination and how to conduct it in a thorough, zealous, and respectful way. Add a brief discussion of relevance here?
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Advisors

• Per Clery, must give option for 
advisor of choice. Conflicts of 
interest cannot exclude an 
advisor. 

• If you have a pool of advisors, 
make sure you are clear about the 
risks of using a confidential 
advisor as an advisor of choice.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LA
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Wrap Up! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LAMaking trauma-informed choices in this new Title IX landscape will foster trust in the community and encourage victims to report. There are possibilities, it’s up to you to take the next step.What if we ask them to put one thing in the chat that they take away from this or one policy change or question they’ll take back to their institution?
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Your feedback is important. Please take a moment to provide 
us with some feedback about this session using the session 

evaluation. Thank you.

Su opinión es importante. Por favor,  dedique un momento
para enviarnos sus comentarios sobre la presentación

utilizando la sesión de evaluación. Gracias.
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